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1. Introduction
Let ( , ) and & }&2 denote the usual inner product and norm on the
Hilbert space of complex-valued functions on R which are almost periodic
in the sense of Besicovitch ([B1], pp. 100104). Given x(t) in the class
B2(R) of all real-valued functions in this Hilbert space, let x^: R  C denote
its Fourier coefficients given by
x^(*)=(x(t), ei*t ) (* # R).
For any set 1/R, let
B2(1 )=[x # B2(R): x^(*)=0 \* # R"1],
P(1 )=[x # B2(1 ): x^(*)=0 for all but finitely many * # 1]
and for any arbitrary subset B/B2(R), let
B =[x # B: x^(0)=0].
If y # B2
t
(1 ) is the weak derivative of x # B2(1) in the sense that (x, z$) =
&( y, z) for all z # P(1 ) (with derivative z$), then y is necessarily unique
in B2
t
(1 ) and we write y=x$. Conversely, for any given y # B2
t
(1 ) which
is the weak derivative of x # B2(1 ), we have y^(*)=i*x^(*) for all * # 1 and
so x~ =x&x^(0) is uniquely determined in B2
t
(1 ) by y. Let H 1(1 ) designate
the Hilbert space with inner product
(x, y )=(x, y) +(x$, y$)
consisting of all x # B2(1 ) with weak derivative x$ # B2
t
(1 ). Then (x$, y) =
&(x, y$) for all x, y # H 1(1 ). Moreover, (sin x)$=x$ cos x # B2(R) and
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(cos x)$=&x$ sin x # B2(R) for all x # P(1 ) and thus also for all x # H1(1 ),
as we shall see. Hence, sin x and cos x both lie in H1(R) whenever
x # H 1(1 ). For any given x # H1(1 ) there corresponds a linear functional x"
on H1(1 ) such that its evaluation at y # H 1(1 ), denoted (x", y) , is given
by (x", y)=&(x$, y$), where the bracket on the right hand side is the
above-mentioned inner product on B2(1 ). Furthermore, given x, y # H1(1 )
and z # B2(1 ), we write (x"+z, y) to denote &(x$, y$) +(z, y) .
In this paper, we shall give sufficient conditions for the existence of solu-
tions to the conservative forced pendulum equation
x"+bx+A sin x=e (1.1)
where A, b # R and e # B2(1 ). The T-periodic case where 1=
[0, \T, \2T, ...] for some T>0 has been investigated by various authors
in recent years and we refer to [M1] and [M2] for a history and a survey
of this problem. When b=0 and 0<A<2?T, Castro [C] used variational
methods to obtain bounds on e^(0) which are necessary and sufficient for
the existence of T-periodic solutions for (1.1). The condition 0<A<2?T
was later removed in [W] and [D]. Then, by means of the Leray-
Schauder principle, Castro's results were extended in [F-M] and [M-W2]
to the non-conservative case with sin x replaced by a more general function
having similar properties. Moreover, in [K-O] and [K-N] the same fixed
point principle yielded results on the existence of 2?-periodic solutions for
(1.1) with sin x replaced by a function with infinitely many roots. However,
in the almost periodic case, the origin may be an accumulation point of 1
and so the Wirtinger and Sobolev inequalities on which are based the exist-
ence and multiplicity of solutions in [F-M], [M-W2] and consequently
[T1] also, break down. In spite of this, we shall obtain sufficient conditions
for the existence of a weakly convergent countable sequence [x:]/H1(1 )
such that
lim
:
( (x":+bx:+A sin x:), y)=(e, y) (1.2)
for all y # H1
t
(1) and in particular, for all y # H1
t
(R) whenever 1 is a sub-
group of R (e.g. the rationals in R). This we will do by establishing suf-
ficient conditions for the existence of a minimizing sequence in H1(1 )
satisfying (1.2) for the well known functional &X(x) on H1(1 ) associated
with (1.1) through the equation
X(x)=&
1
2
&x$&22+
b
2
&x&22&(e, x)&A (cos x, 1) (1.3)
(see, for example, [M-W1], p. 16). Our Theorem 5.1 will establish the
existence of such a sequence for any countable set 1/R, whenever b<0.
206 belley, fournier, and hayes
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When b=0, Theorem 5.7 will show that it suffices to have e # B2(1 ) the
weak derivative of an element of H 1(1 ). If there exists $>0 such that 10=
1"[0]/R"(&$, $), then we obtain a Wirtinger type inequality (see (5.1))
which in turn yields Theorem 5.5 showing that when |b|<$2, we can
again justify the existence of such a sequence. Furthermore, we obtain in
Theorem 5.6 a result on the multiplicity of solutions in this case along the
lines of those first obtained in [M-W2] and then in [F-M]. Finally,
in Theorem 5.8 we show that if * # 1 0 1"*
2< and |b| 12<$#
inf[ |*|: * # 10], then for any e # B2(1 ) there exists a differentiable almost
periodic function x # H1(1 ) with derivative x$ # H1
t
(1 ) such that
(x"+bx+A sin x, y)=(e, y)
for all y # H1
t
(1 ). If furthermore ( |b|+|A| )<$2, then x is unique.
2. Preliminaries
Let AP(1 ) denote the completion of P(1 ) with respect to the uniform
norm. AP(1 ) is the Bohr space of continuous real-valued almost periodic
functions x whose frequencies [* # R: x^(*){0] lie in 1. There exists a com-
pact group Rb known as the Bohr compactification of R, such that every
function in AP(R) is precisely the restriction on R of a unique function in
the class C(Rb) of continuous real-valued functions on Rb (see, for
example, [L], pp. 165173). Furthermore, B2(R) can be identified with the
class L2(Rb , m) of Borel measurable real-valued square integrable functions
on Rb (with respect to the normalized Haar measure m on the Borel sets
in Rb). We have
&x&2=\|Rb |x| 2 dm+
12
for all x # B2(R)$L2(Rb , m). Furthermore, given any two elements
x, y # B2(R)$L2(Rb , m), the product xy can be viewed as being an element
of L1(Rb , m) and so we have
(x, y)=|
R b
xy dm.
The identification B2(R)$L2(Rb , m) now gives rise to the Sobolev space
H1(R) with inner product
(x, y )=(x, y) +(x$, y$)
207solutions to pendulum equation
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and norm
&x&=(x, x)12=(&x&22+&x$&
2
2)
12,
so making it a Hilbert space (see, for example, [B2], p. 121) with closed
subspace H1(1 ).
Given the functional X : P(1 )  R defined by equation (1.3), let us write
{X(x) to denote the B2(R)-valued function on P(1 ) such that
({X(x)@)(*)=
X(x)
x^(&*)
\* # R. It is easy to show that for any e # B2(1 ), we have
{X(x)=x"+bx+A sin x&e (2.1)
in B2(R) for all x # P(1 ). The function (x, y )  ({X(x), y) can be con-
tinuously extended from P(1 )_P(1 ) to (H1(1 ), & &)_(H 1(1 ), & &) by
defining, for all x, y # H1(1 ),
({X(x), y)=( (x"+bx+A sin x&e), y). (2.2)
We can also continuously extend X from P(1 ) to all (H1(1 ), & &) since a
function x # L2(Rb , m) is defined almost everywhere on Rb , and so sin x(t)
is defined almost everywhere as a bounded real function on Rb . Further-
more, for all x and y in B2(1 ), and hence in L2(Rb , m), we have almost
everywhere
|sin x(t)&sin y(t)||x(t)&y(t)|
and therefore
|(sin x&sin y, 1) |&sin x(t)&sin y(t)&2&x(t)&y(t)&2 . (2.3)
From the second inequality in (2.3) follows the continuity on (B2(1 ), & &2)
of sin x and so also that of cos x, by virtue of the relation
cos x=sin \?2+x+
which is valid almost everywhere on Rb . Hence we obtain a continuous
extension of X, from P(1 ) to (H1(1 ), & &) such that equation (2.2) holds
for all x, y # H 1(1 ). It is easy to show that the functional X is Ga^teaux
differentiable at every point x # H1(1 ) in the sense that for any given
x, y # H1(1 ) we have
lim
s  0
X(x+sy )&X(x)
s
=({X(x), y).
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If x # H1(1 ), then the products x$ cos x and x$ sin x both lie in
L2(Rb , m). Furthermore, if [xn]/P(1 )/L(Rb , m) is an arbitrary
sequence which converges in L2(Rb , m) to x, then x$n cos xn  x$ cos x and
x$n sin xn  x$ sin x in L1(Rb , m) and so, for all y # P(1 ) we have
(x$ cos x, y) =lim (x$n cos xn , y)
=&lim (sin xn , y$)
=&(sin x, y$)
and similarly
(x$ sin x, y) =(cos x, y$).
Thus sin x and cos x lie in H1(R) whenever x # H 1(1 ), and we have
(sin x)$=x$ cos x and (cos x)$=&x$ sin x.
3. The Sequence Spaces H1(1 )* and H1(1 )$*
Given e # B2(1 ), consider the class V of real valued functions
fy (x)=(x, y) ( y # H 1(1 ))
gy (x)=(x$, y$) ( y # H1(1 ))
cy, \(x)=(cos \x, y) ( y # H 1(1 ), \ # R)
c$y, \(x)=(x$ sin \x, y) ( y # H 1(1 ), \ # R)
sy, \(x)=(sin \x, y) ( y # H 1(1 ), \ # R)
s$y, \(x)=(x$ cos \x, y) ( y # H 1(1 ), \ # R)
s\(x)=sx, \(x) ( \ # R)
k(x)=(x, x)
k$(x)=(x$, x$)
and
l(x)=(e, x)
all defined on H1(1 ). For an arbitrary r>0, let
H 1r (1 )=[x # H
1(1 ): &x&r]
209solutions to pendulum equation
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and let Vr designate the class of functions in V restricted to H 1r (1 ). For all
x # H 1r(1 ), let hx represent the real valued function defined on Vr by
hx( f )=f (x). Let H 1r(1 )* be the class of all functions h: V  R such that
there exists a sequence [x:]/H 1r (1 ) for which hx : ( f )  h( f ) for all f # Vr .
We now endow H 1r (1 )* with a topology | making it a compact Hausdorff
space, as follows. For each f # Vr , there exists a compact segment Df in R
that contains the image of f. We identify H 1r (1 )* with the closure of the
set of points of the form > f # Vr [ f (x)](\x # H
1
r(1 )) in the compact
Hausdorff space > f # Vr Df with product topology. Thus, the function
j : H 1r (1 )  H
1
r(1 )* defined by j (x)=hx is such that its image is dense in
H 1r (1 )*. Furthermore, H
1
r (1 )* remains unchanged if we replace Vr with
the smallest uniformly closed algebra RVr of real valued functions, defined
on H 1r(1 ), containing Vr as well as the constant functions. Thus H
1
r(1 )*
is the weak star closure of the set [hx : x # H 1r(1 )] in the dual of the linear
space RVr endowed with the uniform norm. By the Banach-Alaoglu
theorem (see for example [R] p. 66) we again see that (H 1r(1 )*, |) is a
compact Hausdorff space. It is clear that each point of H 1r (1)* can be
identified with a sequence [x:]/H 1r(1 ) such that lim: f (x:) exists
(\ f # Vr). Let H 1(1 )* be the class of sequences [x:]/H 1(1 ) such that
lim: f (x:) exists (\ f # V). Now (x: , y )=fy (x:)+gy (x:) for all y # H1(1 )
and so any such sequence is weakly convergent in H1(1 ). Since every
weakly convergent sequence in H1(1 ) is bounded with respect to the norm
defined on H1(1 ), (see, for example, [R] p. 45) we have
H1(1 )*= .
r>0
H 1r(1 )*.
Furthermore, the topology | can be extended to all of H1(1 )*, and so we
have the following result.
Theorem 3.1. For all r>0, H 1r(1 )* is a compact Hausdorff subset of
(H1(1 )*, |) containing H 1r(1 ) as a dense subset. Furthermore, each function
f # V has a unique continuous extension to (H1(1 )*, |).
A consequence of this result is that H1(1 ) is dense in (H 1(1 )*, |).
The space H1(1 ) is a group with respect to the internal additive
operation x+y # H1(1 ) (\x, y # H1(1 )). Also \ f # RVr and \x # H 1(1 ) the
functions f x given by y  f (x+y ) and, by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem,
the functions f h given by y  h( f y ) \h # H1(1 )* are in RV=r>0 RVr .
The sum h+h$ of h, h$ # H 1(1 )* introduced for the first time by Hewitt
and Zuckermann in [H-Z1] and [H-Z2], is the multiplicative linear func-
tional on RV (and thus on RVr , \r>0) defined by (h+h$)( f )=h( f h$ )
\f # RV. This sum h+h$ is an element of H1(1 )*. For, given
h, h$ # H 1r (1 )*, there exists, by virtue of the Riesz-Kakutani integral
210 belley, fournier, and hayes
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representation theorem, a unique positive regular (non zero) measure +r on
the Borel sets in H 12r(1 )* such that
(h+h$)( f )=|
H 12 r (1 )*
f d+r ( f # RVr).
Since h+h$ is multiplicative, we have
(h+h$)( f 2)=((h+h$)( f ))2
and hence, if W is an open subset of H 12r(1 )*, we see that
+r(W)=sup [(h+h$)( f ): 0 f /W ; f # RVr]
=sup [(h+h$)(g2): 0g/W ; g # RVr]
=(+r(W ))2
where /W designates the characteristic function of the set W. Thus, the
regularity of +r permits us to conclude that for any Borel subset
E/H 12r(1 )* we have +r(E )=(+r(E))
2 and so either +r(E )=
+r(H 12r(1 )*)=1 or +r(E)=0. Let
K=[K/H 12r(1 )* : K compact, +r(K)=1].
Then K has the finite intersection property, which leads us to conclude that
Z# ,
K # K
K{<.
Furthermore, we have +r(Z)=1. In fact, if we suppose that +r(Z)=0, then
since +r is regular, we may conclude that there exists a compact set
K/H 12r(1 )* such that K & Z=< and +r(K )=1. By the very definition of
Z, we would have that Z/K, from which Z=<, which is not the case.
Therefore, +r(Z)=1.
Let us now take z # Z. Then Z"[z] is a Borel subset in H 12r(1 ). Thus, if
we suppose that +r([z]){1 (i.e. that +r([z])=0) then +r(Z"[z])=
+r(Z)&+r([z])=1 and thus the regularity of +r permits us to conclude
that there exists a compact subset K$/Z"[z] such that +r(K$)=1. This
contradicts the definition of Z, and so we must conclude that +r([z])=1
(hence Z=[z]), so identifying the support of +r with [z]. Thus h+h$
corresponds to the point z in H 1r(1 )*.
Under the operation h+h$ (h, h$ # H1(1 )*) the compact space H1(1 )*
with the topology | is a group such that the function h  h+h$ is con-
tinuous on (H1(1 )*, |) and this \h$ # H1(1 )*. Since h+h$=h$+h
(\h, h$ # H1(1 )*), for all f # Vr the function (h, h$)  (h+h$)( f ) is
211solutions to pendulum equation
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separately continuous on H1(1 )*_H 1(1 )* and thus we have the following
result.
Theorem 3.2. The space (H1(1 )*, |) is a commutative group for
which the operation (h, h$)  (h+h$)( f ) is separately continuous on
(H1(1 )*, |)_(H1(1 )*, |) for all f # V.
For all x, y # H1(1 ) we have
&x&y&22=k(x)&2fy (x)+h( y)
and so (x, y )  &x&y&2 admits a separately continuous extension to
(H1(1)*, |)_(H 1(1)*, |). Furthermore, the function (x, y)  (sin x&sin y,
x&y) admits a separately continuous extension from H1(1 )_H 1(1 ) to
(H1(1 )*, |)_(H1(1 )*, |) by means of the formula
(sin x&sin y, x&y)=s1(x)&sx, 1( y)&sy, 1(x)+s1( y).
Hence, given x, y # H1(1 )*, there exist sequences [x:], [y;]/H1(1 ) such
that x:  x and y;  y with respect to the topology |, and so
(sin x&sin y, x&y)=lim
:
lim
;
|(sin x:&sin y; , x:&y;) |
lim
:
lim
;
&sin x:&sin y;&2 &x:&y;&2
lim
:
lim
;
&x:&y;&22
=&x&y&22 . (3.1)
The points in H1(1 ) with the weak topology can be identified with the
sequences [x:]/H 1(1 ) for which the real sequences [ fy(x:)] and
[gy(x:)] converge \y # H1(1 ). Therefore, each point in H 1(1 ) with the
weak topology (which is coarser than |) can be identified with a class of
sequences such that for two arbitrary sequences [x:]/H1(1 ) and
[x;]/H 1(1 ) in this class we have that \y # H1(1 ), the sequences
[fy (x:)] and [fy (x;)] converge in R to the same limit, and similarly for
[gy (x:)] and [gy(x;)]. The points in H 1(1 )* with topology | can be
obtained by starting with the points in H1(1 ) with the weak topology, and
then decomposing the classes of sequences which represent each of these
points into sub-classes having the above convergence property, not only for
fy and gy , but also for all other functions in V. Furthermore, if
[x:]/H 1(1 ) converges with respect to the topology |, then it converges
in H1(1 ) with respect to the weak topology, as do also the sequences
[sin x:] and [cos y:]. So, if h # H1(1 )* then, for all sequences
212 belley, fournier, and hayes
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[y;]/H 1(1 ) convergent with respect to the topology |, the sequences
[h( fy;)], [h(gy ;)], [h(cy ; , \)], [h(c$y; , \)], [h(sy ; , \)], and [h(s$y; , \)] con-
verge in R. Thus, if hy;  h$ and hx :  h in (H
1(1 )*, |), then there exist
real numbers designated by h( fh$), h(gh$), h(ch$, \), h(c$h$, \), h(sh$, \), and
h(s$h$, \) such that
lim
:
lim
;
fy; (x:)=h( fh$)=lim
;
lim
:
fy; (x:)
lim
:
lim
;
gy; (x:)=h(gh$)=lim
;
lim
:
gy; (x:)
lim
:
lim
;
cy ; , \(x:)=h(ch$, \)=lim
;
lim
:
cy; , \(x:)
lim
:
lim
;
c$y ; , \(x:)=h(c$h$, \)=lim
;
lim
:
c$y; , \(x:)
lim
:
lim
;
sy ; , \(x:)=h(sh$, \)=lim
;
lim
:
sy; , \(x:)
and
lim
:
lim
;
s$y; , \(x:)=h(s$h$, \)=lim
;
lim
:
s$y; , \(x:).
By abuse of notation, we shall write fh$(h), gh$(h), ch$, \(h), c$h$, \(h), sh$, \(h),
and s$h$, \(h), and s$h$, \(h) to denote respectively h( fh$), h(gh$), h(ch$, \),
h(c$h$, \), h(sh$, \), and h(s$h$, \). Thus, we have the following result.
Theorem 3.3. For x, y # H1(1 )*, the functions fy (x), gy(x), cy, \(x),
c$y, \(x), sy, \(x), and s$y, \(x) are separately continuous in x and in y with
respect to the topology |.
When b=0, it will be sufficient in what follows to consider the set W/V
consisting of the functions gy , cy, \ , c$y, \ , sy, \ , s$y, \ , k$ and l. For an
arbitrary r>0, we introduce a subset of H1(1 ) given by
H 1r (1 )$=[x # H
1(1 ): &x$&2r].
Let Wr be the class of functions in W restricted to H 1r (1 )$. For all
x # H 1r(1 )$, let us designate by hx the real-valued function on Wr defined
by hx( f)=f (x). Let H 1r(1 )$* be the class which consists of all functions
h: W  R such that there exists a sequence [x:]/H 1r (1 ) for which
hx : ( f )  h( f ) for all f # Wr . As above, we endow H
1
r (1)$* with a topology
|$ making this set a compact Hausdorff space containing H 1r(1 )$ as a
dense subset. Let H1(1 )$* be the class of sequences [x:]/H1(1 ) such
213solutions to pendulum equation
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that lim: f (x:) exists \ f # W. Since every weakly convergent sequence in
(B2(1 ), & }&2) is bounded with respect to the norm & }&2 , we have
H1(1 )$*= .
r>0
H 1r(1 )$*.
Furthermore, the topology |$ extends to all H1(1 )$*, and thus we have the
following result.
Theorem 3.4. For all r>0, H 1r(1 )$* is a compact Hausdorff subset of
(H1(1 )$*, |$) which contains H 1r(1 )$ as a dense subset. Furthermore, each
function f # W has a unique continuous extension to all H1(1 )$*.
A consequence of this result is that H1(1 ) is dense in (H1(1 )$*, |$). We
can repeat the reasoning above to obtain the following result.
Theorem 3.5. For x, y # H1(1 )$*, the functions gy (x), cy, \(x), c$y, \(x),
sy, \(x), and s$y, \(x) are separately continuous in x and in y with respect to
the topology |$.
Remark 3.6. If 1 is an additive group, then sin x, cos x, x$ cos x and
x$ sin x all lie in B2(1 ) whenever x does. If 1 is countable, then B2(1 ) and
H1(1 ) are both separable Hilbert spaces, and so the sequences in H1(1 )*
and in H1(1 )$* can all be assumed countable.
4. The Functional X on H1(1 )* and H 1(1 )$*
In Section 3 we extended the real functions fy , gy , cy, \ , c$y, \ , sy, \ , s$y, \ ,
s\ , k, k$, and l defined on H1(1 ) \y # H1(1 ) to continuous real functions
defined on (H1(1 )*, |) \y # H 1(1 )*. Thus, the functions x  X(x) and
x  ({X(x), y) defined by formulas (1.3) and (2.2) (where x, y # H1(1 ))
also admit continuous extensions from H1(1 ) to (H1(1 )*, |) \y # H1(1 )*.
Now the functional X : H1(1 )*  R is Ga^teaux differentiable at every point
x # H 1(1 )* in the sense that
lim
s  0
X(x+sy )&X(x)
s
=({X(x), y) (4.1)
for all y # H1(1 )*. To show this, we first need the following result.
Lemma 4.1. For all x, y # H 1(1 )* we have
lim
s  0 
cos(x+sy )&cos x
s
, 1=&(sin x, y).
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Proof. There exist r>0 and two sequences [x:], [y;]/H 1r(1 ), such
that
lim
s  0 \
cos(x+sy )&cos x
s
+y sin x+ , 1
= lim
s  0
lim
:
lim
; \
cos(x:+sy;)&cos x:
s
+y; sin x:+ , 1.
Moreover, the Taylor series expansion for cos(x:+sy;) in powers of sy;
gives
cos(x:+sy;)=cos x:&(sin x:) sy;+R:, ;(s)
where R:, ;(s) is the Lagrange remainder given by
R:, ;(s)=
&cos !:, ;
2!
(sy;)2
for a function !:, ; # L2(Rb , m) between x:+sy; and x: . Thus, we have
} lims  0 \
cos(x+sy )&cos x
s
+y sin x+ , 1 }lims  0 lim: lim; } 
R:, ;
s
, 1 }
 lim
s  0
lim
:
lim
;
|s|
2!
&y;&22
 lim
s  0
lim
:
lim
;
|s| r
2!
= lim
s  0
|s| r
2!
=0
which gives us the result. K
We can now use Lemma 4.1 to easily obtain equation (4.1) for all
x, y # H1(1 )*. In particular we have the following.
Theorem 4.2. If e # B2(1 ), then the functional X : H1(1 )*  R has a
Ga^teaux derivative at every point x # H1(1 )* in the sense that
lim
s  0
X(x+sy )&X(x)
s
=({X(x), y)
for all y # H1(1 )*.
The functional X is said to have a critical point at x # H1(1 )* if
lims  0 (X(x+sy )&X(x))s=0 \y # H 1(1 )*, and hence by the preceeding
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theorem, whenever ({X(x), y)=0 \y # H1(1 ). This gives us the following
result.
Corollary 4.3. If e # B2(1 ), then for there to exist x # H1(1 )* such
that
({X(x), y)=0
for all y # H1(1 ), it is necessary and sufficient that x be a critical point
for X.
If e # B2(1 ) is the weak derivative of some element E # H 1(1 ), then we
have
(e, x) =&(E, x$)
for all x # H1
t
(1 ). Thus, when b=0, the functions x  X(x) and x 
({X(x), y) defined by equations (1.3) and (2.2) (where x, y # H1(1 ))
admit continuous extensions from H1(1 ) to (H1(1 )$*, |$) (\y # H1(1 )$*).
Proceeding as above, we obtain the following results.
Theorem 4.4. If e # B2(1 ) is the weak derivative of an element in H1(1 )
and if b=0, then the functional X : H1(1 )$*  R has a Ga^teaux derivative at
every point x # H1(1 )$* in the sense that
lim
s  0
X(x+sy )&X(x)
s
=({X(x), y)
for all y # H1(1 )$*.
Corollary 4.5. If e # B2(1 ) is the weak derivative of an element in
H1(1 ) and if b=0, then for there to exist x # H1(1 )$* such that
({X(x), y)=0
for all y # H1(1 )$*, it is necessary and sufficient that x be a critical point
for X.
5. Solutions to the Pendulum Equation in H1(1 )* and H1(1 )$*
Let us denote by H1
t
(1 )* the closure of H1
t
(1 ) in H1(1 )*. In this
section we obtain the existence of solutions in H1(1 )* to equation (1.1).
We have these results whenever the functional
&X(x)=
1
2
&x$&22&
b
2
&x&22+(e, x)+A (cos x, 1)
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is coercive and continuous on (H1(1 )*, |). For in this case there exists
r>0 such that the minimum is attained for &X(x) on the compact set
H 1r (1 )*. For an arbitrary x # H
1(1 )*, let us denote by #x the projection of
sin x on the orthogonal complement H 1(R) 3 H 1
t
(1 ) of H 1
t
(1 ) in H1(R).
Note that if 1 is a group, then #x=sin x@(0). Without loss of generality, we
can suppose that 1, which contains the countable set of frequencies
[* # R: e^(*){0] of the given function e # B2(1 ) is itself countable. Hence,
by Remark 3.6, all sequences that follow can be assumed countable. By
Corollary 4.3, we have the following result where, for all x # H1(R), x^(0)=
f1(x) for the function f1 # V extended to H1(R)* continuously.
Theorem 5.1. For arbitrary ! # R, b<0 and e # B2(1 ), there exists
x # H 1(1 )* such that the system of equations
x"+bx+A [sin x&#x]=e&e^(0)+bx^(0)
x^(0)=!
is verified, where #x is the projection of sin x on the orthogonal complement
of H1
t
(1 ) in H 1(R) (and so #x=sin x@(0) whenever 1 is a group).
Remark 5.2. Under the stated hypotheses, this theorem affirms the
existence of a weakly convergent countable sequence [x:]/H1(1 ), such
that
lim
:
( (x":+bx:+A sin x:&e), y)=0
for all y # H1
t
(1 ). Moreover, the construction of H1(1 )* assures us that
the countable sequence [sin x:] is weakly convergent in H1(1 ) as is [x:]
also.
We can also use the method of Lagrange multipliers as follows. Let us
consider the functionals
Y(x)=&12 &x$&22+(e, x) +A (cos x, 1)
and
Z(x)=&x&22
defined on H 1(1 )*. On the closed level surfaces N\=[x # H 1(1 )* :
Z(x)=\] where \>0, the functional Y(x) is coercive and thus for r>0 suf-
ficiently large, Y admits an extremum x0 in the compact set N\ & H 1r(1 )*.
Furthermore, there exist vectors w # H1(1 ) such that (x0 , w){0 (i.e. the
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Ga^teaux variation of Z at x0 in the direction | does not vanish). Thus, by
virtue of Lagrange's theorem (see, for example, [T2 , p. 129]), we have the
following result.
Theorem 5.3. For arbitrary ! # R, \>0 and e # B2(1 ), there exist x #
[x # H1(1 )*: &x&22=\] and a scalar b # R such that the system
x"+bx+A [sin x&#x]=e&e^(0)+bx^(0)
x^(0)=!
is verified, where #x is the projection of sin x on the orthogonal complement
of H1(1) in H 1(R) (and so #x=sin x@(0) whenever 1 is a group).
For any given 1/R, &X is not necessarily coercive on H1
t
(1 )* when-
ever b0. A constraint on 1 which produces results in this case consists
simply in supposing that the origin is not an accumulation point for
10=1"[0]. First, we state the following Wirtinger type inequality.
Lemma 5.4. If $>0 is such that 10/R"(&$, $), then
&x&2
1
$
&x$&2
for all x # H1
t
(1 ).
Proof. For a given x # H1
t
(1 ) we have
&x&22= :
* # 1
|x^(*)| 2 :
* # 1 }
*
$
x^(*) }
2
=
1
$2
:
* # 1
|*x^(*)| 2=
1
$2
&x$&22
and so &x&21$ &x$&2 . K
By the continuity on H1(1 )* of the functions k and k$ of section 3, and
the fact that H1(1 ) is dense in H 1(1 )*, we can extend this result so that,
if 10/R"(&$, $) (where $>0) then
&x&2
1
$
&x$&2 (5.1)
for all x # H 1(1 )*. Similarly, inequality (2.3) which is valid for all
x, y # H1(1 ), extends to the case x, y # H1(1 )*.
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Theorem 5.5. Let $>0 and 10/R"(&$, $). For arbitrary ! # R,
|b|<$2 and e # B2(1 ), there exists x # H1(1 )* such that the system
x"+bx+A [sin x&#x]=e&e^(0)+bx^(0)
(5.2)
x^(0)=!
is verified, where #x is the projection of sin x on the orthogonal complement
of H1
t
(1 ) in H 1(R) (and so #x=sin x@(0) whenever 1 is a discrete subgroup
of R of period $). Furthermore, if ( |b|+|A| )<$2, then the solution x is
unique.
Proof. The function &X(x) is continuous on H1(1 )* with respect to
the topology |. Moreover, for all x # H1
t
(1 )* we have,
&X(!+x)=
1
2
&x$&22&
b
2
&!+x&22+(e, !+x)+A (cos(!+x), 1)

1
2
&x$&22&
|b|
2
&!+x&22&&e&2 &!+x&2&|A|

1
2
&x$&22&
|b|
2
( |!|+&x&2)2&&e&2 ( |!|+&x&2)&|A|
=
1
2
&x$&22&
|b|
2
|!| 2&|b!| &x&2&
|b|
2
&x&22
&&e&2 |!|&&e&2 &x&2&|A|
=
1
2
&x$&22&
|b|
2
&x&22&(|b!|+&e&2) &x&2&
|b|
2
|!| 2&&e&2 |!|&|A|

1
2 \1&
|b|
$2+ &x$&22&(|b!|+&e&2)
1
$
&x$&2
&
|b|
2
|!| 2&&e&2 |!|&|A|
=
1
2
(1&|b|$2][&x$&22&: &x$&2]&
|b|
2
|!| 2&&e&2 |!|&|A|
where
:=
2(|b!|+&e&2)
$(1&|b|$2)
.
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So, we have
&X(!+x)
1
2
(1&|b|$2) \{&x$&22&: &x$&2+:
2
4 =&
:2
4 +
&
|b|
2
|!| 2&&e&2 |!|&|A|
=
1
2
(1&|b|$2) {\&x$&2&:2+
2
&
:2
4 =
&
|b|
2
|!| 2&&e&2 |!|&|A|
and thus, &X(!+x) is coercive on H1
t
(1 )* whenever (1&|b|$2)>0.
From this follows the existence of an extremum in H1
t
(1 )* for &X(!+x).
Thus, by Corollary 4.3, there exists x # H1
t
(1 )* such that
( (x"+bx+A sin(!+x)&e), y)=0
for all y # H1
t
(1 ). It then follows that there exists x # H1(1 )* such that the
system (5.2) is verified.
Let us now show uniqueness. Let x1 , x2 # H1
t
(1 )* be two solutions of
the equation
x"+b(!+x)+A(sin(!+x)&#!+x)=e&e^(0)+b!.
Then we have by inequalities (5.1) and (3.1)
&x1&x2 &22
1
$2
&x$1&x$2 &22
=
1
$2
(x$1&x$2 , x$1&x$2)
=&
1
$2
(x"1&x"2 , x1&x2)
=
1
$2
(b(x1&x2)+A(sin(!+x1)&sin(!+x2)), x1&x2)

1
$2
[ |b| &x1&x2 &2+|A| &(!+x1)&(!+x2)&2] &x1&x2&2
=
1
$2
( |b|+|A| ) &x1&x2&22
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and hence, if
1
$2
( |b|+|A| )<1
then
x1=x2 . K
In the context of the theorem with b=0, |A|<$2 and ! # R, let x! denote
the unique solution in H1(1 )* of system (5.2). If for any x # H1(R)* we
write x~ =x&x^(0), then x!
t=x!&!. As in the proof of Theorem 5.5 we
have
& x+
t& x&
t&22
1
$2
&x$+&x$&&22
=&
1
$2
(x"+&x"& , x+
t& x&
t)
=
1
$2
(A(sin x+&sin x&), x+
t& x&
t)
=
A
$2
(sin x+&sin x& , x+&x&) &
A
$2
(sin x+&sin x& , +&&)

A
$2
& x+
t& x&
t&22+
A
$2
|+&&|.
Hence, !  x! is a continuous function mapping R into B2
t
(R) and thus, by
(2.3), !  (sin x! , 1)=#x !@(0) is a continuous real-valued function on R.
Now, by uniqueness, x!=x!+2? for all ! # R. Hence, the continuous func-
tion !  (sin x! , 1) is periodic of period 2?. So, if # # R is such that
k1=inf
!
#x !@(0)<#<sup
!
#!!@(0)#k2 (5.3)
then any half-open subinterval of R of length 2? contains at least two
values of ! for which #=#x !@(0). If # is equal to one of the bounds in (5.3),
then there is at least one value of ! for which #=#x !@(0), and none if # lies
outside these bounds. Thus we have the following result.
Theorem 5.6. Let $>0, 10/R"(&$, $), |A|<$2, and for any given
x # H 1(1 )*, let #x be the projection of sin x on the orthogonal complement
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of H1
t
(1 ) in H 1(R) (and so #x@=0 whenever 1 is a discrete subgroup of R
of period $). Given e # B2(1 ), there exist constants k1 , k2 # R such that the
number of values of ! in any half-open interval of length 2?, such that the
system
x"+A[sin x& #x
t]=e&e^(0)+A#
x^(0)=!
admits a solution in H1(1 )*, will be at least two if the constant # # R lies
strictly between k1 and k2 , at least one if #=k1 or #=k2 , and none
otherwise.
We now obtain the existence of a solution to system (5.2) when
b=$=0, by working on H 1(1 )$* instead of H1(1 )*. The following result
affirms that, under the given hypotheses, there exists a weakly convergent
countable sequence [x:]/H1(1 ) such that
lim
:
( (x":+A sin x:&e), y) =0
for all y # H1
t
(1 ). Let H1
t
(1 )$* denote the closure of H 1
t
(1 ) in H 1(1 )$*.
Theorem 5.7. For arbitrary ! # R and e # B2(1 ) the weak derivative of
some element of H1(1 ), there exists x # H1(1 )$* such that the system
x"+A [sin x&#x]=e&e^(0)
(5.4)
x^(0)=!
is verified, where #x is the projection of sin x on the orthogonal complement
of H1
t
(1 ) in H 1(R) (and so #x= sin@(0) whenever 1 is a group).
Proof. Let E # H1
t
(1 ) have weak derivative e~ . Consider the potential
&X(x)= 12 &x$&22&(E, x$) +e^(0) !+A (cos(!+x), 1)
which is continuous on H1
t
(1 )$* with respect to the topology |$. For all
x # H1
t
(1 )$* we have
&X(!+x)= 12 &x$&
2
2&(E, x$)+e^(0) !+A (cos(!+x), 1)
 12 &x$&
2
2&&E&2 &x$&2&|e^(0) !|&A
= 12 (&x$&22&2 &E&2 &x$&2+&E&22)&(A+ 12 &E&22+|e^(0) !| )
= 12 (&x$&2&&E&2)
2&(A+ 12 &E&
2
2+|e^(0) !| )
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and thus &X(!+x) is coercive on H 1
t
(1 )$*. From this follows the exist-
ence of an extremum for &X(!+x) on H 1
t
(1 )$*. Thus, by Corollary 4.5,
there exists x # H1
t
(1 )$* such that
( (x"+A sin(!+x)&e), y)=0
for all y # H1
t
(1 ). Consequently, there exists x # H1(1 )$* such that the
system (5.4) is verified. K
If the countable set 1 is such that
C1=\ :* # 10 1*
2+
12
<,
as in the T-periodic case where C1=?(- 6 T ), then we can repeat the
argument in section 1.4 of [M-W1] to establish the combined Wirtinger
and Sobolev inequalities
&x&2&x&C1 &x$&2 (5.5)
on H1(1 )/B2(R)$L2(Rb , m). So, by (5.5), convergence in H1(1 ) implies
uniform convergence and so H1(1 )/AP(1 ). In fact, we can characterize
H1(1 ) by
H1(1 )={x # AP(1 ): :* # 1 |*x^(*)|
2<= .
Hence, by virtue of the function k$ # W/V, we have that H1(1 )*=H1(1 )
and so Theorem 5.5 becomes the following.
Theorem 5.8. Suppose that C1< and put $=min [ |*|: * # 10]. For
arbitrary ! # R, |b|<$2, and e # B2(1 ), there exists x # H1(1 ) with
x$ # H1(1 ) with x$ # H 1(1 ) such that system (5.2) is verified. Furthermore, if
( |b|+|A| )<$2, then x is unique.
This theorem states that, under the given conditions, there exists
x # H 1(1 ) such that x$ admits a weak derivative x" # B2(1 ) for which
(x"+bx+A sin x&e, y) =0
for all y # H1
t
(1 ). Since $C1>1, the solution will necessarily be unique if
C 21 ( |b|+|A| )<1.
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